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Screen scraping and web
harvesting: the legal issues
An Irish court ruled last year that
extracting data from a website can
infringe the website owner's rights.
The decision is a clear indication
that the issue of web scraping is
being taken seriously. Steven
James, Associate at Latham &
Watkins, discusses the lawfulness
of web scraping and the legal
issues surrounding it.
The Irish courts’ decision last year
in Ryanair Limited v
Billigfluege.de GmbH1 - that
Billigfluege’s extraction of flight
data from Ryanair’s website for
use on its own website infringed
Ryanair’s rights - signals the
clearest indication yet that a
current legal loophole as to the
lawfulness of web scraping is
beginning to close. Although the
decision was from an Irish, rather
than UK court, and the grant of
an injunction in Ryanair’s favour
was only an interim one, it
suggests that the courts may be
increasingly open to measures
that protect the interests of
website owners, wishing to secure
the data held on their sites.
What is scraping?
Scraping - whether the extraction
of data is achieved manually or by
automated means - is a technique
often used without the
permission of the data owner and
includes (i) screen scraping (the
extraction of core text from a web
page, removing irrelevant data);
(ii) web scraping (extracting all
data relating to underlying
structure of script and used to
create that website and not just
data displayed on screen), and;
(iii) web harvesting, the name
given to programs that extract
data by following links from one
website to another, also known as
spiders, harvesters and crawlers.
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Is it a problem?
For many website owners, scraping
can present issues where scrapers
extract vast quantities of data for
their own purposes that are not in
accordance with the website
owner’s wishes nor in a manner
that the website owners can
control. Website owners have
complained that aggregator sites
are leading customers to individual
web pages within a target site,
bypassing the home page, where
the website’s most prominent
branding is featured and from
where most advertising revenue is
derived (a process called ‘deep
linking’). Website owners have also
complained that web scraping can
significantly increase traffic to a
website, taking up bandwidth,
which can slow the download time
for users and sometimes cause the
website to crash.
By contrast, however, price
comparison or aggregator sites,
which are often associated with
scraping, can offer many benefits
to consumers who are able to
compare and select the best deals
on a large variety of goods and
services which increases
competition.
Is scraping lawful?
The law in this area remains
unclear, particularly in the UK,
where these issues are largely
untested. But this has not stopped
website owners from sending cease
and desist letters to those who they
consider to be infringing their
rights, effectively shoe-horning
established causes of action into
these largely untested areas,
including:
 database right infringement;
 copyright infringement;
 trade mark infringement;
 passing off;
 trespass to chattels;
 breach of contract; and
 breach of the Computer Misuse
Act 1990.

Courts in jurisdictions outside of
the UK have given various different
decisions on scraping, some
finding that it is unlawful, others
not. Similarly, some courts have
found that deep linking is unlawful
on the basis that that the scraper
infringes the owner’s database
rights2 or because users might
think there was a business
connection between the parties3;
while other courts have found that
deep linking does not cause any
‘deception’4 and that deep linking
is important for the efficacy of the
internet5.
Database right infringement
In the absence of specific definitive
UK law on this issue, claims of
database rights infringement are
likely to the be the most common
cause of action brought against
unlicensed scraping, as such rights
prohibit the extraction and
reutilisation of data from a
database.
There are two main types of
protection for databases in
England and Wales; copyright
protection in databases under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act
1988, which protects the selection
and/or arrangement of a database’s
contents where that selection or
arrangement involves ‘intellectual
creativity’ (i.e. where the author
has had to exercise his own
judgement, taste or discretion in
order to select or arrange the
database) and the sui generis
database right created by a
European Directive (96/9/EC).
It is also possible that claims will
be brought for copyright
infringement, although the likely
difficulty for the claimant will be
proving whether a ‘substantial part’
of the data was copied. In practical
terms, establishing this cause of
action will be problematic in many
cases since only small amounts of
data tend to be copied by
automated programs at a time,
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although it is a qualitative as well
as quantitative test (for example, if
the most valuable or sensitive data
was copied, this might be sufficient
for a finding of infringement).
So in practical terms, database
rights are probably more able to
protect unauthorised
encroachment of third parties onto
websites than copyright because
they can be infringed even if an
insubstantial amount of data is
copied, provided that the
unauthorised use is repeated and
systematic (for example, republishing the flight details for a
trip from Heathrow to Cyprus
from Ryanair’s website ten times);
and its use conflicts with the
normal operation of the website or
if it unreasonably prejudices the
legitimate interests of the creator of
the database. However, the key is
establishing that you have a
database which can be protected in
the first place. Following British
Horseracing Board Ltd v William
Hill Organisation Ltd6, web owners
cannot protect data they have
merely created - they will have to
demonstrate that they have made a
substantial investment in
obtaining, presenting (e.g. setting
out detailed pricing information
on a website) or verifying the data
(e.g. checking the figures against
competitor prices) they display on
their website, which presents a high
threshold to pass. This position
was reaffirmed in the recent
Football Dataco case7, which
suggested that relying on copyright
protection in databases may be
more fruitful in some instances,
although the matter has been
referred to the European Court of
Justice for determination.
Breach of website terms and
conditions
The question also arises as to
whether a basis of claim can be
that there is a breach of the website
terms and conditions. By way of
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illustration, in recent years, Ryanair
has asserted claims against screen
scrapers in different jurisdictions
based on an action that their
scraping constitutes a breach of
their website terms and conditions,
which prohibit any non-private
commercial use of its website, and
cancelling flight tickets which have
not been purchased from its
website or call centre. Regulatory
bodies have not provided a source
of comfort to website owners, for
example in 2008 when Ryanair
complained to the Advertising
Standards Authority that
Lastminute.com’s scraping and
reselling of its flights was a breach
of its website terms and conditions.
The ASA decided not to rule on
this point (Ryanair’s submissions
were part of its response to a
complaint made by
Lastminute.com that a Ryanair
advert targeting Lastminute.com
breached the CAP Code) but it
seemed to signal that this was a
matter more suitable for the courts
to decide upon. In granting the
injunction to Ryanair against
Billigfluege, the Irish Courts
acknowledged that Ryanair’s terms
and conditions had been breached
(although the case is currently
being appealed and so how
valuable this is as a precedent
remains open).
The difficulty website owners face
in relying on their terms and
conditions as the basis of a claim is
successfully arguing that the terms
are sufficiently incorporated when
(1) the terms are just optional links
on the website rather than terms
which have to be expressly agreed
to, and (2) automated bots will
bypass the terms and will not be
able to ‘read’ and understand them
as a human would. If the terms
and conditions do not have to be
accepted by the scrapers (or are not
sufficiently brought to their
attention), then it is difficult to
establish that a contract is formed.

Other relevant causes of
action
If the scraper reproduces the
website owner’s trade marks
without consent, the website owner
could claim for trade mark
infringement. Further, if the
unauthorised use of the website
owner’s trade marks, emblems or
other insignia creates a misleading
or confusing commercial
connection between the original
website and the scraper’s site (and
the website owner owns sufficient
‘goodwill’ in the relevant marks),
the website proprietor could bring
a claim in passing off.
A question that is yet to be tested
in the English courts, is whether
the scraping of data constitutes a
breach of the Computer Misuse
Act 1990. The Act, which targets
computer hacking, provides that a
person is guilty of a criminal
offence if (i) that person causes a
computer to perform any function
with an intent to secure access to
any program or data held in any
computer; (ii) the access that
person intends to secure is
unauthorised; (ii) and that person
knows at the time when he causes
the computer to perform the
function that this is the case. A US
court in the recent case of Cvent,
Inc -v- Eventbrite, Inc8, held that a
claim for breach of the analogous
US Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act made against a web scraper
would not succeed on the basis
that the scraper was merely using
rather than accessing the data from
the target website, which was not
password protected and was
publicly available. This suggests
that a claim for breach of the
Computer Misuse Act in the UK
may only be successful if the
website has some form of
encryption mechanism, which the
scraper has bypassed (although US
decisions are not binding on UK
courts). Additionally, it may
difficult to prove whether this act is
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‘unauthorised’ and the scraper
knows this is the case. A person
found guilty of an offence under
the Computer Misuse Act may be
liable on summary conviction to
six months’ imprisonment or to a
fine or both. There are many
challenges for those wishing to
bring a criminal case against a
scraper, not least stirring
prosecutors into action. The
defendant would also subject to a
higher standard of proof (ie the
higher test of ‘beyond reasonable
doubt’ requirement for criminal
cases rather than a civil test of on
the ‘balance of probabilities’).
One final point to note is that in
the US, aggrieved web owners such
as eBay, American Airlines and the
Register.com have brought claims and been granted injunctions against aggregator sites using the
common law tort of trespass to
chattels. However, the law of
trespass to chattels is very different
under English law, where the tort is
confined to intrusion of physical
property, so it is unlikely that this
line of action will meet with much
success in the UK.
Technological barriers
In the absence of clear-cut law in
this area, website proprietors have
sought technological means of
protecting their data. For example,
some website owners have been
working with operating system
providers to develop website
coding which does not permit the
website to be screen scraped or
have blocked certain IP addresses
from accessing their sites
(notwithstanding the daunting task
of having to block thousands of IP
addresses that you do not want
accessing your site). Others have
introduced coding techniques such
as CAPTCHA, which present users
with partially obscured, stylised
texts that they then have to type
into a box before allowing them
access pricing information or sign
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up to online accounts to prove that
users are human and not bots.
Perhaps not unsurprisingly,
hackers and specially designed
software systems are already
beginning to find ways of
circumventing CAPTCHA.
Conclusions
In the absence of current specific
UK case law on the subject, and
with the technological barriers not
currently providing a
comprehensive solution, website
operators in the UK face
difficulties in determining how to
best protect themselves from
scraping. From a practical
perspective, website operators
should ensure that their website
terms and conditions contain a
notice which expressly prohibits
unauthorised access or
downloading of data using any
computer program; and that their
websites requires each user to agree
expressly to the terms and
conditions before using the site.
But forcing users to accept the
terms and conditions each time
they use the site may be
commercially impractical and
could damage the user experience.
Ryanair successfully managed to
rely on breach of terms and
conditions in the Billfleuge case
because its terms and conditions
were clearly and prominently
available with a clear hyperlink at
the bottom of each web page, so
this may be sufficient to bring the
terms to the scraper’s attention
(although this was a decision of the
Irish courts and therefore not
binding in the UK).
Certainly, scraping another
party’s site is becoming
increasingly problematic and those
that carry out scraping need to
understand the risks and issues
that this practice gives rise to. As
recent cases suggest, checking the
terms and conditions of the
websites is now essential to make

sure that the website does not
prohibit commercial use of its
website, thereby opening up a
claim for breach of the terms of
use, as well as other possible causes
of action. Ultimately, it may be
better to approach the website
owner direct, as they may well
want the exposure you can offer
and to collaborate with you.
Given the zero-tolerance stance of
some brand owners towards
scraping and the fact that scraping
is now being used prolifically to
supply data, particularly in the rise
this practice for smartphone
applications, it seems inevitable
that we will have some UK case law
on the topic within the next few
years. Until this time, website
operators who wish to prevent
scraping will have to rely on a
hotchpotch of established legal
principles and technological
barriers to keep web scrapers in
check.
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